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1 Introduction

The finite element simulation of crack growth is well understood from the point of modeling
this phenomenon. Around an actual crack tip, we are able to calculate stress intensity
factors approximately, which give information on the potential growth (or stop) of the
existing crack. Additionally we obtain the direction of further crack propagation from
approximating the J–integral. For precise results with these approximations based on
finite element calculations of the deformation field (at a fixed actual crack situation), a
proper mesh with refinement around the crack tip is necessary. From the well established
error estimators / error indicators, we are able to control this mesh refinement in using
adaptive finite element method.

This means, at the fixed actual crack situation we perform some steps of following
adaptive loop:

refine / coarsen
marked elements

calculate element matrices

for new elements

solve the linear system

calculate error indicators
from last solution and

for refining / coarsening
mark elements 

After three or four sub-calculations in this loop, we end at an approximation of the
actual situation that allows us to decide the crack behavior precise enough. After calcu-
lating the direction of propagation ~J , we are able to return this adaptive loop at a slightly
changed mesh with longer crack (for details see [5]).

This new adaptive calculation on a slightly changed mesh was the original challenge for
the adaptive solver strategy:
All modern iterative solvers such as preconditioned conjugate gradients (PCGM) use hier-
archical techniques for efficient preconditioners. Examples are the Multi-grid method, the
hierarchical–basis preconditioner [10] or (especially for 3D) the BPX–preconditioner [2].
The implementation of these multi level techniques requires (among others) a hierarchical
order of the unknowns. From the adaptive mesh refinement such a hierarchical node or-
dering is given by the way, if we store the full edge tree. From this reason we cannot allow
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the introduction of some extra edges (“ double” the edges) along the new crack line. A
reasonable way out of this problem is discussed in the next Chapter.

2 Data Structure for Maintaining Hierarchies

The idea of the extension of the crack line is given in [5]. We subdivide the existing edges
that cut the crack line at the cutting point. Then the usual mesh refinement creates (during
“red” or “green” subdivision of some elements) new edges along the crack line together
with a proper slightly refined mesh and the correct hierarchies in the new edge tree.
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Figure 1: Mesh handling after crack extension from the old crack tip P to “new P”

So, there are no “double” edges along the crack line. For defining the double number
of unknowns at the so called “crack–nodes”, we introduce a copy of each crack–node
and call the old one “–”-node on one side of the crack and the other “+”-node at the
other side. Now, the hierarchical preconditioner can access from its edge tree information
only the usual and the “–”-values but never the new additional “+”-values. An efficient
preconditioner has to combine both informations as it was expected in [5] from a simple
averaging technique of the results of two preconditioners (first with usual and “–”-values,
then with usual and “+”-values). This simple approach never can lead to a spectrally
equivalent preconditioner which is clearly seen in relative high numbers of PCG–iterations.
Here, another approach with a basis change and a domain decomposition like method will
be given in the next chapter.

3 Two Kind of Basis Functions for Crack Growth

Finite Elements

The fact that we have a coherent continuum before the growth of the crack that changes
into a slit–domain after growing requires a special finite element treatment. One possibility
is the construction of a new mesh after crack growing, where the new free crack shores are
usual free boundaries (with zero traction boundary condition). This is far away from being
efficient because we have a mesh from Chapter 2 and the error indicators will drive the
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future refinement and coarsening to the required mesh for good approximating this new
situation. So, we start to work with the existing mesh with double degrees of freedom
at the crack nodes.

From the technique in [5], the crack–line in the undeformed domain is represented by
some edges. Each edge refers to its end–nodes. For the calculation of the crack opening
these nodes carry twice as much degrees of freedom and are called “crack–nodes”.

Let the total number of nodes N = n+d of the actual mesh be split into n usual nodes
and d crack–nodes. The degrees of freedom of the crack–nodes are called “–”-values on one
shore of the crack and (different) “+”-values on the other shore. A finite element which
contains at least one crack–node is called “–”-element, if it refers to “–”-values (lays at
“–”-side of the crack) and conversely, a “+”-element refers to “+”-values and lays at the
other side of the crack–line (as indicated in Fig.1).

From the usual element by element calculation of the stiffness matrix, using these 2d
double unknowns along the d crack–nodes, we understand the resulting stiffness matrix as
usual finite element matrix that belongs to the following basis of (vector) ansatz functions:

Φ =
(

ϕ1I , . . . , ϕnI, ϕ−

n+1I , . . . , ϕ−

n+dI, ϕ+

n+1I , . . . , ϕ+

n+dI
)

.

Here, we write ϕkI = (ϕk~e1

... ϕk~e2) to specify the two usual vector ansatz functions.
Moreover, ϕk (k = 1 . . . n) denotes a usual hat–function on the usual node k. In contrast
to that, ϕ−

n+j and ϕ+

n+j are half hat functions with its support around the crack–node
(n + j) at the “–”-elements (“+”-elements resp.) only. (If a usual node k lays on the
remaining free boundary of the domain, the function ϕk is such a “half” hat function as
well). The total number of ansatz functions is 2 · (n + d + d), which is the dimension of
the resulting stiffness matrix K.

For the efficient preconditioning of this matrix K, we introduce another basis of possible
ansatz functions, that span the same 2(n + 2d)–dimensional finite element space:

Φ̃ = (ϕ1I , . . . , ϕnI, ϕn+1I , . . . , ϕn+dI, ϕ̃n+1I , . . . , ϕ̃n+dI).

Here, ϕn+j is the usual full (continuous) hat function at the node (n + j) and ϕ̃n+j is the
product of ϕn+j with the Heaviside function of the crack–line. This means:

ϕn+j := ϕ−

n+j + ϕ+

n+j (a.e.)
ϕ̃n+j := ϕ−

n+j − ϕ+

n+j (a.e.) .
(1)

Hence, ϕ̃n+j has a jump from −1 to +1 over the crack–line at the crack–node (n + j).

Theoretically, we can use K̃, the stiffness matrix of Φ̃ instead of K for the same finite
element computation of the new crack opening. Note the following differences between
these two basis definitions:
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Advantages of Φ:

• usual element routines

• usual post–processing (direct calculation of the displacements of both crack shores)

• usual error estimators / error indicators (at the crack the same data as at free bound-
aries)

Disadvantage of Φ:

• requires special preconditioner for K

For the basis Φ̃ the reverse properties are true. The use of Φ̃ would require some special
treatment in element routines, post–processing and a new error control.

For K̃ an efficient preconditioner can be found, so by use of the basis transformation
(1) we construct an efficient preconditioner for K as well. Obviously

Φ̃ = ΦD

with the block–diagonal matrix

D = blockdiag (D1, D2),

where
D1 = I, (2n × 2n),

and

D2 =

(

I I

I −I

)

, (2 · (2d) × 2 · (2d)).

This leads to
K̃ = DKD. (2)

So, if C̃ is a good preconditioner for K̃, then C = D−1C̃D−1 is as good for K.

4 An Efficient DD–Preconditioner for K̃

From the special structure of the matrix K̃ a domain decomposition approach leads to a
very efficient preconditioner. Let us recall the structure of K from the definition of the
basis Φ:

K =





A B− B+

(B−)T T− O

(B+)T O T+





with the blocks:
A (2n × 2n) of the energy inner products of all usual basis functions ϕi~ek with itself,
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T− (2d × 2d) of the energy inner products of all ϕ−

n+i~ek with itself,
T+ (2d × 2d) of the energy inner products of all ϕ+

n+i~ek with itself and
B−, B+ contain all energy inner products of ϕi~ek(i ≤ n) with ϕ−

n+j~el (resp. ϕ+

n+j~el).
No “+”-node is coupled to a “–”-node, this leads to both zero blocks (the crack-tip is

understood as “usual node”).

If we perform the transformation (2), the new matrix K̃ possesses a much more simple
structure:

K̃ =





A B− + B+ B− − B+

sym. T− + T+ T− − T+

sym. T− − T+ T− + T+



 (3)

which is abbreviated as

K̃ =

(

A0 B

BT T

)

with A0 the leading 2(n + d)–block and

B =

(

B− − B+

T− − T+

)

,

T = T− + T+.

Then the matrix A0 is defined from all energy inner products of all first 2(n + d) usual
hat functions of the basis Φ̃. Hence, A0 is the usual stiffness matrix for the actual mesh
without any crack opening.
All the n+d nodes are represented in a hierarchical structure of the edge–tree, so any kind
of multi–level preconditioners can easily be applied for preconditioning A0.
Especially the most simple hierarchical–basis preconditioner as explained in [5] (for details
see [10]) would be very cheap but effective.
A resulting good preconditioner for the whole matrix follows from the fine structure of T :
If all crack–nodes are ordered in a 1–dimensional chain, then T has block–tridiagonal form
for linear elements or block–pentadiagonal form for quadratic elements. Hence, the storage
of the sub block T (upper triangle) can be arranged with

8d values (linear elements, fixed bandwidth scheme),
7d values (linear elements, variable bandwidth scheme),
12d values (quadratic elements, fixed bandwidth scheme) or
9d values (quadratic elements, variable bandwidth scheme),

and the Cholesky decomposition of T is of optimal order of complexity due to the fixed
bandwidth.
This is exploited best in a domain decomposition–like preconditioner, which results from
a simple block factorization of K̃:

K̃ =

(

I BT−1

O I

) (

S O

O T

) (

I O

T−1BT I

)
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with the Schur–complement matrix

S = A0 − BT−1BT .

The inverse of K̃ can be approximated by the inverse preconditioner C̃−1:

C̃−1 =

(

I O

−T−1BT I

) (

C−1

0 O

O T−1

) (

I −BT−1

O I

)

,

when C0 represents a good preconditioner for S. Note that all other inverts are exact
(especially T−1 ), so the spectrum of C̃−1K̃ coincides with the spectrum of C−1

0 S and
additional unities. With proper scaling, we have C̃ for K̃ as good as C0 for S. The Schur
complement is a rank–2d–perturbation of A0, so we use the same preconditioner C0 for S

as it was explained for A0. The resulting preconditioner for K follows from (1),(2) as the
formula

C−1 = D

(

I 0
−T−1BT I

) (

C−1

0 O

O I

) (

I −BT−1

0 T−1

)

D.

For the action w := C−1r within the PCGM iterations, we need once the action of the
(hierarchical) preconditioner C0 and twice a solver with T , the remaining effort is a mul-
tiplication with parts of the stiffness matrix only, which determines a preconditioner of
optimal complexity.

5 Numerical Experiments

The power of the above technique can be demonstrated at the example in [5]. Here, we
start with a domain of size (0, 4)×(−1, 1) with a crack (0, 1)×{0} at the beginning. Then,
after each 3 adaptive mesh refinements we let the crack grow with constant direction of
(1, 0)T . Each new crack extension is bounded by 0.25, so it matches with initial finite
element boundaries. This results in relative fine meshes near the actual crack tips, but
coarsening along the crack path. In the solution method proposed in [5], this example
produced relative high number of PCG–iterations in the succeeding steps, which arrived
near 200. This demonstrates that the preconditioner in [5] cannot be (near) spectrally
equivalent to the stiffness matrix. This situation is drastically improved by introducing the
preconditioner of Chapter 4. Now, the total numbers of necessary iterations are bounded
near about 30 over all calculations of a fixed crack (compare Fig. 2). After each new crack
hop the necessary PCG–iterations are higher due to the fact that no good starting vector
for this new changed mesh is available. This leads to the nine peaks in Fig.2. Here, the
preconditioner of [5] exceeded more than 100 iterations in this example and over 300 in
the other experiment in [5]. Now, the averaged iteration numbers are far less 100 for both
examples.
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Figure 2: Development of the number of necessary PCG–iterations for the solution method
in [5] and the new method
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